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Is it possible to reflect on the one Indian experience?

Mental illness also refers to a spectrum of issues
Our story in St. John’s a partial reflection of what happened/is happening in India
Overview

• Mental health care challenges in India
• Covid and mental health
• Challenges to health care professionals

• Lessons learned
Mental health care challenges in India
We have come a long way...but is it long enough?
Mental health challenges in India...at the best of times

• Mental health care needs - 1 in 7 of India’s population has to be met
• (NMHS, excludes dementia, SUD and suicides)

• Ratio of psychiatrist to population ratio 0.75: 100,000 (vs ideal 3-6: 100,000)

Shortage of clinical psychologists, psychiatric social workers and psychiatric nurses

Many first mental health care needs can be met by trained health workers

• Stigma
Mental health challenges in India...at the best of times

• Tertiary care hospitals- over burdened and not needed to address most MH needs

• Community care options inadequate

• A minority of patients cause a degree of duplication of work/needless legal challenges

• * I think we manage, because most health professionals often work beyond the call of duty
Covid and mental health

• Crisis on top of a crisis

Challenges
A caveat

This is based on the patients we have seen/ talked to

The blind spot is of patients who we have not been able to see/ patients who have not been able to access health care- *some information in media
Outpatient care
Taking care of patients- outpatients

• Those who could reach us physically
• And those who could not via telephone/ video consult

• Those who we could contact over telephone- continue medication same dose for longer period till review

• Many of our regular patients remarkably stable, responsible about medication, benefited from family support
Taking care of patients - problems for our outpatients

• Financial burden on patients - when unable to avail concession from us/access government hospitals

• Having to pay for several months medication at a time, when review date extended

• Need to access help vs anxiety in exposing oneself to Covid risk (travel)

• Delay in seeing doctor due to Covid screening protocols/rules (which keep changing * sometimes understandable when based on scientific knowledge or gaps, but sometimes it is unclear what it is based on)
Taking care of patients- challenges

• Trying to establish a therapeutic relationship with distressed patient with both doctor and patient wearing a mask and sitting some 6 feet apart

• Initial discomfort- doctors in masks, then shields, then gowns, gloves, caps

• Having to manage evaluation time- shorter interviews vs calling patient to OPD again with its incident risks in travel/ attendants

• Things got easier with time- all got used to ‘new normal’
The spectrum of patients in OPD

• Usual OPD patients- anxiety/ depression / bipolar/ schizophrenia/ OCD/ substance */ Deliberate self harm/ borderline

• Probably more with marital discord ( ? WFH effect- bringing it to the fore)

• ‘Normal’ ie understandable anguish- losing several family members to Covid, fear of‘ dying alone’ in Covid ward, worrying “ ( if I die) will my body be handled like they show on TV?”, stigma of Covid/ even of testing
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Unexpected silver linings

• Smaller numbers of patients in OPD, better quality time
• Teleconsultation access and its benefits

• (But teleconsultation access should not be restricted only to those who can download the App)
Taking care of inpatients
Inpatients- challenges

• Diversion of beds for Covid care *
• Loss of beds in psychiatry general and private wards
• Admitting patients under psychiatry in other wards
• Smaller numbers of beds available

• *We tried to fight it for as long as possible
Inpatients- challenges

• Acute psychoses- wearing/ keeping a mask

• Caregiver stress / elderly caregivers and Covid risk

• Financial concession for poor patients difficult to get due to the financial challenges faced by hospital

• Risk of getting Covid in ward- so risks explained to family and patient before admission
Inpatients- challenges

• At start of pandemic- most half way homes were not able to take new patients

• Loss of day care facilities
Inpatients – silver linings

• Support of relatives, friends and benefactors

• Psychiatrists postgraduates and junior faculty part of Covid rota able to see and deal with mentally ill patients in Covid wards
Covid and the health professional
Taking care of the doctor in the doctor patient relationship
For doctors...fear of taking care of patients a new thing
The doctor in the doctor patient relationship

- Safety of doctors
- Risk of Covid infection rates and death rates in psychiatrists
- “Covid warriors” or doctors?
- Dealing with anxiety in doctors

THE LANCET
Dealing with anxiety in doctors- psychiatrists and others

• First step:
Acknowledging that it is ok to be anxious, to think of oneself and family before patient

• Second step: practical steps for safety,
An insistence on masks and “keep it up”
Physical distancing- placing chairs away from desk
Hand wash/ sanitizer
Briefer sessions
Keeping door open for ventilation
Dealing with anxiety in doctors- psychiatrists and others- discussion with management

• Practical steps

Staggering duties
Reallocating work loads- ‘younger and older’ doctors
Re training to deal with medical issues

• Third step: anxiety management, emphasis on lifestyle

• Ensure confidential help to treat mental health issues in doctors
Problems faced - ethical response from management with feedback

• Financial – salary cuts

• Leave for quarantine
Caring for Health Care Warriors - Mental Health Support During COVID-19
The resilience of patients and doctors
Ishan changed their phone number to a new number.
Tap to message new number.
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Sorry for the pose maam!
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It was such an irony ... the sole covid positive lady appeared to be the healthiest from the mental health perspective ... such resilience!
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Nice picture! 4:04

With your permission I will use this photo when I next do a class with students on
But, what about the patients who could not access treatment?

Relapse if medication stops- a needless tragedy
Difficult to get a bed unless ‘severely ill’
Distress to patient and family members, already in a fragile social/ economic situation
The reliance on an “over extended and under resourced system” was the problem
In India, coronavirus crisis has been particularly hard for mental health patients and hospitals

An already overextended and under-resourced mental healthcare system has unravelled during the pandemic.
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Not all states are equal

Kerala with its coverage of all districts under the District Mental Health Programme obviously did better than some other states
Lessons learned

• A broken/ breaking system cannot be expected to fix itself in a pandemic situation

• Institutions whether government/ private/ charitable who already had good systems in place were better able to cope- disaster management experience and ethics
Lessons learned

• Covid has been an equalizer- corruption will kill us faster than Covid

• If we allow hospitals and medical colleges to function like businesses, in time we will all pay the price

• We cannot rely only on a few institutions to make a large enough difference in a huge country like India

• Work with government- ‘relentless’ feedback, not criticism might yield better results as some people in power seem to truly want to make a difference
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